
VOCABULARY:  
A: Read the passage and fill in the blanks with the given words. One is extra. 

      ( honored /handle / sense /unconditionally) 

 No matter what we do in our lives, who you are, and where we live, we must love our parents 
as they love us …….1……..  . They feel …..2…… when we appreciate their love and respect them. 
So it is our duty to help them when they need us because they are not young enough to …..3…. 
things on their own like before. 

B: Choose the best answer. 

4. A lens would …………… the picture so it would be like looking at a large TV screen. 
a. magnify b. direct c. improve d. organize
5. This beautiful forests of this country are part of our national …………. and must be protected. 
a. attitude b. ethic c. morality d. heritage

C: One odd out. 

6. scanning/ skimming / main idea/highlighting

D: Fill in the blanks with these words. One  is extra . 

7. The flag is a ………….. of our country. 
8. I ……………… if you could help me. 
9. Not …………… , Sara failed the English exam. 

E. Find two synonyms .

10. burst in to tears /in a quiet way/repeatedly/
put things in a useful order/to cry suddenly/ arrange

F: Guess the word. 

11. Iran marks August 23 the birth anniversary of Avicenna, as the national day for them.
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GRAMMAR 
G: Choose the best choice. 

12. Do you remember the tall girl ……………. burst into laughter thanks to a picture ………….was 
shown to her? 
a. whom/that b. who/whom c. who/that d. which/that
13. The tiger …………… in the forest last year. 
a. sees b. is seen    c .saw d. was seen
14. This engine ………….. a lot of electricity every day. 
a. is used b. uses c. has used d. will be used
15. You and they are hardworking, ……………….? 
a. aren’t you b. aren’t us c. aren’t we  do. aren’t they 

H: This passage has two mistakes. Find and correct. 

16. Hafez is known to be as one of the famous Persian poets of all time. He is born between the
years 1310 and 1337 AD. The collection of his poems are called Divan.

I: Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. 

17. The meeting ………….. tomorrow at 9 am, isn’t it? ( be) 
18. Hopefully, the keys ……………….. yesterday. ( find) 

J: Combine two sentences, using who, which, whom. 

19. I didn’t know the man. He gave me the letter.

K: Look at the picture and answer the question using relative clause. 

20. Which dictionary is bilingual?

Writing: 

L: Which of the following sentences could best be replaced by the sentences: 

21. “Because the concert was cancelled, we went to the cinema.”

a. The concert was cancelled ,and we went to the cinema.
b. The concert was cancelled , so we went to the cinema.
c. We can go to the concert , or we can go to the cinema.
d. We wanted to go to the concert , but we preferred the cinema.
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M:Put these words in a correct order. 

22. but /the book / read/ boring /,/was /Tom / had to / it/.

N: Correct the underlined words using and , but , or ,so . 

you can order a pizza. and. You can have the food in the fridge , 32
I went to the cinema alone. but. Everyone was busy , 42

 and, but, or, and so: Read the passage and fill in the blanks using O

A woman was visiting London for the first time. She wanted to see the London Bridge …..25….. 
she couldn’t find it, ……26….. she asked a police officer for help. He guided her. The woman 
thanked the officer …….27…. he left. 

Reading: 

      Learning English is not easy at all. However, if you continue it, you will be able to 
communicate in English after about one year or so. The most difficult part of learning this 
language is the pronunciation of the words because many of the words are not spoken in the 
same they are written. For example, the ‘b’ in the word “dumb” , the “k” in the word “knight” 
and the final “e” in the word “before” are not pronounced. Furthermore, some sounds do not 
exist in the English alphabet, but they are pronounced in certain words that have a combination 
of certain sounds. A good example of this combination is “sh” in the words “childish”, “peevish” 
and “English”. 

      Although English pronunciation is irregular, hard and confusing, English learners who have 
practiced a lot can easily distinguish and utter them. The guide to correct pronunciation is 
available in the entry of every word in the dictionary. Every dictionary also contains an 
introduction to English pronunciation from which you can distinguish different sounds. An easier 
way to learn native pronunciation of English words is to listen to audio books and watch English 
movies.  
28. The passage mainly says ………. . 
a. how to write in English b. the pronunciation of English words
c. easy pronunciation in English d. how to become a native speaker

29. The underlined “it” in the first line refers to …………. . 
a. English b. easy c. communicate d. difficult part

30. According to the first paragraph …………. . 
a. some English sounds are not pronounced in certain words.
b. some English words are not pronounced.
c. all English words are difficult to pronounce.
d. the final “e” is pronounced in every word.  Page 3 
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31. The underlined word “contains” is closest in meaning to ……….. . 
a. stand b. have c. avoid d. arrange

32. You will be able to communicate in English if ………….. . 
a. you continue learning English for a year or more
b. you learn the word’s pronunciation
c. English pronunciation is not as hard as it is
d. you watch English movies for a year

True or False 

33. Learning English is too easy. a. True b. False

34. A way to learn native pronunciation of English words is just listen to audio books.
a. True b. False

Cloze Test: 

 We should make elderly people happy, but how can we do that? One way to do that is to 
…..35…... them whenever we see them. For example, we can kiss their hands or hug them 
……36….... We need to know that they took care of us when we …..37…..  . They were very 
…...38….. to dedicate their time and money for us to grow up. Now that we have grown up, we 
need to appreciate their efforts. Smiling at them is always a good way to show our emotions for 
them ……..39……..? 

35. a. respect b. shout c. inspire d. invent
36. a. lovingly b. interestingly c. sickly d. only
37. a. born b. are born c. was born d. were born
38. a. generous b. expensive c. painful d. distinguished
39. a.   is it b. isn’t them c. isn’t it d. doesn’t it
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VOCABULARY: 

A : Read the passage and fill in the blanks with the given words. 
1. Unconditionally 2. honored 3. handle

 B: B: Choose the best answer. 

4. (   a    ) 5. (   d    )

C: One odd out.  6. Main idea

D: Fill in the blanks with these words. ( There is one extra word) 

7. symbol 8. wonder 9. surprisingly

E. Find two synonyms.

10. burst into  = cry suddenly

Put things in order = arrange

F: Guess the word.      11. physician 

GRAMMAR 
G: Choose the best choice. 
12. (  c    ) 13. (   d    ) 14. (   b    ) 15. (   a   )

H: This passage has two mistakes. Find and correct.

 16. was born                             is called

I: Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses

17. is 18. were found

J: Combine two sentences, using who, which, whom

gave me the letter. whot know the man ’I didn19.

K: Look at the picture and answer the question using relative clause.

20. The dictionary which is closed is bilingual.  Page 1
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Writing: 
L: Which of the following sentences could best be replaced by the sentences: 
21. (   b   )

M:Put these words in a correct order. 

22. Tom had to read the book , but it was boring.

N: Correct the underlined words using and, but, or, so. 

23. or 24. so

O: Read the passage and fill in the blanks using and, but, or, and so. 

25. but 26. so 27. and

Reading: 

28. (   b   ) 29. (   a    ) 30. (   a    ) 31. (   b   ) 32. (   a  )

True or False 

33. (   b   ) 34. (  b   )

Cloze Test: 

35.(   a   ) 36. (  a    ) 37. (  c    ) 38. (   a   ) 39. (    c   )
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